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-covalent albumin binding of Au(I)
bis-NHCs via post-synthetic amide modification†

Sajal Sen, Mark W. Perrin, Adam C. Sedgwick, Vincent M. Lynch,
Jonathan L. Sessler * and Jonathan F. Arambula *

Recent decades have witnessed the emergence of Au(I) bis-N-heterocyclic carbenes (NHCs) as potential

anticancer agents. However, these systems exhibit little interaction with serum proteins (e.g., human

serum albumin), which presumably impacts their pharmacokinetic profile and tumor exposure.

Anticancer drugs bound to human serum albumin (HSA) often benefit from significant advantages,

including longer circulatory half-lives, tumor targeted delivery, and easier administration relative to the

drug alone. In this work, we present Au(I) bis-NHCs complexes, 7 and 9, capable of binding to HSA.

Complex 7 contains a reactive maleimide moiety for covalent protein conjugation, whereas its congener

9 contains a naphthalimide fluorophore for non-covalent binding. A similar drug motif was used in both

cases. Complexes 7 and 9 were prepared from a carboxylic acid functionalized Au(I) bis-NHC (complex

2) using a newly developed post-synthetic amide functionalization protocol that allows coupling to both

aliphatic and aromatic amines. Analytical, and in vitro techniques were used to confirm protein binding,

as well as cellular uptake and antiproliferative activity in A549 human lung cancer cells. The present

findings highlight a hitherto unexplored approach to modifying Au(I) bis-NHC drug candidates for protein

ligation and serve to showcase the relative benefits of covalent and non-covalent HSA binding.
1. Introduction

Bis-N-heterocyclic carbene (bis-NHC) gold(I) complexes have
attracted interest as potential metal-based anticancer chemo-
therapeutics.1–3 Inhibition of the mitochondria-localized
enzyme thioredoxin reductase 2 (TrxR 2) has been demon-
strated as the main mode of action for this class of
compounds.2,4 However, in many instances, the phenotypic
response is less than ideal. Recent ndings have provided
support for the notion that improved biological effects can be
achieved through rational modication of classic Au(I) bis-NHC
structures.5,6 Post-synthetic functionalization provides an
attractive means for creating new Au(I) bis-NHC derivatives.7,8

Oen this involves the use of chemical tethers to link Au(I) bis-
NHCs to other moieties. However, a number of previously re-
ported linkers, including esters and carbonates, proved
susceptible to degradation in biological milieus leading to
reduced efficacy.9 These shortcomings are providing an incen-
tive to develop linkers that are less susceptible to hydrolysis or
enzymatic scission. Here we describe a synthetic protocol that
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allows for the facile preparation of amide-conjugated Au(I) bis-
NHCs, including species designed to bind to serum albumin
(SA) through either covalent or non-covalent means. As detailed
below, enhanced solubility in PBS was seen for both classes of
HSA adducts; however, contrasting in vitro activity was found
against A549 human lung cancer cells. The present work thus
serves to highlight some of the advantages and disadvantages
associated with HSA adduct formation.

Small-molecule anticancer drugs oen lack efficient tumour
targeted delivery, which results in non-specic distribution of
the drug in the body. Such drugs are also plagued with short
plasma circulatory lifetimes, with concomitant rapid renal
clearance.10 Binding to serum albumin (SA) offers an attractive
means of overcoming these limitations. Human serum albumin
(HSA) is the most abundant protein in blood serum.11 It has
been widely investigated as a carrier for drug molecules.12,13

Albumin binding with anticancer agents can be accomplished
using either covalent or non-covalent means.14 The resulting
adducts typically benet from improved pharmacokinetics,
facilitated formulation, and tumour targeted drug delivery in
vivo.15,16 The benet of SA binding is underscored by the clinical
effectiveness of aldoxorubicin (INNO206; human serum
albumin (HSA)-coupled doxorubicin derivative) and Abraxane®
(HSA based nanoparticle encapsulation of paclitaxel) for the
treatment of sarcoma,17 breast cancer,18 lung cancer,19 and
pancreatic cancer.20 Several other HSA-anticancer drug conju-
gates are currently in clinical trials. The success of these HSA-
Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 7547–7553 | 7547
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Fig. 1 (A) Known HSA binding mode of auranofin and Au(I) mono-
NHCs. (B) HSA bindingmodes for the Au(I) bis-NHCs 7 and 9 described
here.
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anticancer drug conjugates is attributed to their long circula-
tion time in blood, good tumour accumulation due to an
enhanced permeability and retention (EPR) effect, and low
levels of immunotoxicity.21

The binding of HSA to metal based anticancer agents has
also been investigated, albeit to a lesser degree relative to small
molecule organic based therapeutics. Covalent modes of
binding have been reported for a number of metal drugs. In
particular, HSA serves as a major carrier in the blood for aur-
anon,22 an FDA approved Au(I) drug. Mechanistic and struc-
tural studies have revealed that direct ligation of the Au(I)–PEt3

+

to cys-34 on HSA is facilitated via exchange of the thioglucose
ligand, during that binding process (Fig. 1).22 Recently,
albumin–drug conjugates with Au(I) mono-NHCs have also been
reported (see Fig. 1A).23 Similar to auranon, these systems bind
to HSA via a direct Au(I) ligation to protein based nucleophiles
(see Fig. 1A).23,24

Unfortunately, this binding mode leads to sequestration of
the gold centre via irreversible binding to the protein as inferred
Fig. 2 (A) Post-synthetic modification strategies developed for use w
modification approach and conjugates reported here (yields shown in b
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from studies involving foetal bovine serum.4 The effect of such
binding approach may underlie the reduced in vitro anticancer
activity seen for Au(I) mono-NHCs relative to their Au(I) bis NHC
counterparts.3–5 Novel modes of HSA binding are thus needed to
secure the metal active site to the protein without perturbing
signicantly the active metal centre. To date, covalent binding
of intact metal complexes to HSA has been demonstrated in
iridium, osmium, ruthenium, and platinum based anticancer
drugs.25–27 To the best of our knowledge, similar strategies have
not hitherto been explored in the case of Au(I) NHCs.

As true for covalent binding, non-covalent interactions with
serum albumin can also aid in formulation, enhance drug
stability, and lead to improved antiproliferative activity.21

Recently, a strategy designed to enhance non-covalent binding
interactions between HSA and Au(I) bis-NHCs was reported by
our lab.8 However, covalent binding was not achieved. More
broadly, we are not aware of any systematic studies that
compare the relative benets of covalent vs. non-covalent
binding using a similar drug motif. We thus sought to
develop a synthetic method that would allow access to both
covalently and non-covalently bound Au(I) bis-NHC serum
albumin adducts, and do so without affecting the metal centre
active site (see Fig. 1B).
2. Results and discussion
2.1 Syntheses and characterization

Prior studies of the asymmetric hydroxyethyl Au(I) bis-NHC
complex 1 (Fig. 2A) cumulated in the development of both
carbonate and carbamate linker strategies.7,8 However, carba-
mates and carbonates are known to be more susceptible to
hydrolysis than amides in biological environments.9 Unfortu-
nately, complex 1 did not allow access to Au(I) bis NHC targets
containing less labile amide linkers. Thus, a new asymmetric
Au(I) bis-NHC with a different functionalisable “arm” was
ith asymmetric Au(I) bis-NHCs. (B) The amide-based Au(I) bis-NHC
rackets are after column chromatographic purification).

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 4 (A) Change in the 1H NMR spectrum in the aromatic region of
complex 7 (2.25mM) seen upon addition of 5 equivalents of cysteine in
DMSO-d6/D2O (3 : 1) after 30 min at 37 �C. Please see the ESI† for the
full spectrum. (B) Mass-spectrometric data and HPLC chromatogram
corresponding to complex 7. (C) Mass-spectrometric data and HPLC
chromatogram of complex 7 post-incubation with cysteine (5 equiv.).
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needed. With this need in mind, we prepared a carboxylic acid
analogue of complex 1, shown here as complex 2 (Fig. 2B). In
brief, NHC-Au-OH (Fig. 1B) was combined with an imidazolium
tert-butyl ester and allowed to react at 90 �C overnight in
toluene. This was followed by a water wash to give an ester-
modied Au(I) bis-NHC (Au-ester, see Fig. 2B) in 75% yield.
Stirring in TFA/DCM (1 : 4) mixture for 2.5 hours yielded
complex 2 in 73% yield.

With complex 2 in hand and using ethanolamine as a model
substrate, several reaction conditions were screened in an effort
to optimise amide formation (see Table S1† for details). EDC
and NHS were found to be effective when dimethylformamide
(DMF) was used as the solvent. This protocol was used to
prepare several representative amides (complexes 3–6, Fig. 2B)
derived from both aromatic and aliphatic amines, in varying
yields. Complexes 7–9, designed for albumin binding studies
(vide infra), were also prepared using this approach. All conju-
gates were fully characterized using 1H and 13C NMR spectros-
copy in conjunction with HRMS analysis. Complexes 2, 3, 4, and
7 were further characterized via single crystal X-ray diffraction
analyses (Fig. 3; see ESI† for details).

2.2 Covalent binding between HSA and Au(I) bis-NHC

Complex 7, containing a maleimide moiety, was designed to
promote covalent binding to HSA. Maleimide derivatives of
several metal and non-metal metal drug candidates have been
used to achieve fast, simple, and efficient albumin-
binding.11,13,25,27–30 HSA possesses a single free thiol group
(cysteine-34) which reacts with the maleimide in a covalent
fashion; this allows for the dened and selective preparation of
albumin–drug conjugates without affecting themetal active site.13

Complex 7 was rst examined for its binding with cysteine,
which was used as a model thiol reagent. Here, a 2.25 mM
solution of complex 7 in DMSO-d6 (375 mL) was incubated with 5
equivalents of cysteine in D2O (125 mL) for 30 min. The resulting
1H NMR spectrum revealed an absence of the peaks at 6.9 ppm
corresponding to the maleimide double bond in 7, as would be
Fig. 3 Crystal structures of complex 2 and amide conjugates 3, 4, and
7.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
expected upon addition of cysteine (Fig. 4A; for full spectrum,
see the ESI†). Mass spectrometric (MS) and liquid chromato-
graphic analyses from an LCMS study with complex 7 before
and aer cysteine addition also proved consistent with cysteine-
maleimide adduct formation (Fig. 4B and C).

Binding between HSA and complex 7 was evaluated by means
of HPLC analyses. In brief, a 200 mM solution of complex 7 in PBS
was incubated in the presence of 600 mM HSA (physiological
concentration of HSA in human serum). Chromatograms recor-
ded as a function of time revealed that the peak area around
15 min, which corresponds to complex 7, diminished over the
course of 1.5 h (see Fig. S1†). This reduction was accelerated at
higher HSA : 7 ratios, as expected (see Fig. 5A). Using identical
conditions to those used in the case of 7, the succinimide-
conjugated Au(I) bis-NHC 8 was incubated with HSA; in this
case, no appreciable changes in the HPLC chromatograms were
seen, even aer 24 h (see Fig. 5B). Further support for the
conclusion that a covalent protein–drug adduct was formedwhen
HSA was treated with 7 came from protein molecular weight
determinations. Briey, HSA (60 mM) was co-incubated with 3
equiv. of complex 7 or complex 8 for 2 h. Post-incubation, a mass
peak at 67 510.96 amu, corresponding to the target protein–drug
conjugate (Fig. 5C), was seen in the case of complex 7. As inferred
from the protein mass-spectrometric analyses (Fig. 5C), complex
Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 7547–7553 | 7549



Fig. 5 (A) HPLC chromatograms of complex 7 (100 mM) and HSA (600
mM) pre- and post-incubation. (B) HPLC chromatogram of complex 8
(100 mM) and HSA (600 mM) pre- and post-incubation. (C) Decon-
volved mass-spectrum of HSA (60 mM) incubated with complex 7 (180
mM) for 2 h. (D) Deconvolved mass-spectrum of HSA (60 mM) incu-
bated with complex 8 (180 mM) for 2 h.

Fig. 6 (A) HPLC chromatogram for complex 9 (100 mM) incubated in
a water/methanol mixture (1 : 1) at 37 �C and sampled on day 0 and day
4. (B) Fluorescence titration of HSA (3 mM) with increasing quantities
(0–3 equiv.) of complex 9 or complex 8. (C) Fluorescence titration of
a mixture of HSA (50 mM) and complex 9 (2.5 mM) with increasing
quantities of phenylbutazone (site 1 binder) or ibuprofen (site 2 binder).
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7 forms predominantly a 1 : 1 adduct with albumin. No adduct
peaks were seen in the case of untreated HSA or HSA incubated
with complex 8 (Fig. 5D and S2†). Taken in concert, these nd-
ings support the design expectation that an HSA conjugate will
form in the case of complex 7, but not in the control complex 8
that lacks a maleimide moiety.

Longer incubation of complex 7 in the presence of 5 equiv-
alent of cysteine did not lead to any detectable NHC ligand
exchange, even aer 24 h, as inferred from NMR spectral
studies (see Fig. S3†). The stability of complex 7 towards the
nucleophilic attack from cysteine is ascribed to the steric
hindrance provided by the bulky groups, e.g., 1,3-diisopro-
pylbenzyl and mesityl, present in the complex. This observation
is in accord with the literature, which provides support for the
notion that increasing steric hindrance reduces the rate of
ligand exchange between cysteine and Au bis-NHCs.31,32 Further
support for this conclusion came from analogous NMR spectral
studies involving complex 8; again, no discernible NHC ligand
exchange in presence of cysteine was observed over the course
of the study (see Fig. S4†).

2.3 Non-covalent binding between HSA and Au(I) bis-NHC

In previous work, and in accord with the literature,33,34 we found
that attachment of a naphthalimide moiety to an Au(I) bis-NHC
motif facilitated binding to bovine serum albumin (BSA).8

However, our previous studies centred around a carbonate-
linked complex that was found to undergo slow hydrolysis,
even ex vivo. Complex 9, prepared using the present amide
linking protocol, was expected to be stable against hydrolysis.
As a test of this assumption, complex 9 (100 mM) was incubated
in 200 ml of a water/methanol (1 : 1) mixture at 37 �C. Time-
dependent HPLC analysis revealed no change in the peak area
corresponding to complex 9, even aer 4 days (see Fig. 6A).
Under analogous conditions our previously reported carbonate
bonded naphthalimide system proved unstable,8 leading us to
infer that complex 9 would be suitable for use in vitro.
7550 | Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 7547–7553
Efforts were then made to probe the putative interactions
between complex 9 and serum albumin. It was found that the
uorescence intensity of complex 9 increased in the presence of
bovine and human serum albumin as compared to what was
seen in PBS alone (Fig. S5†). Various uorescence titrations
were then performed using solutions of HSA (3 mM) to which
increasing quantities of complex 9 were added. The intrinsic
uorescence intensity of HSA (lex ¼ 290 nm), ascribed to the
presence of tryptophan subunits, is quenched in a concentra-
tion dependent manner in the presence of complex 9. In
contrast, complexes 2 and 8 for which little appreciable binding
to HSA is expected did not induce appreciable quenching (see
Fig. 6B and S6†). By applying a Stern–Volmer analysis, a bimo-
lecular quenching constant (kq ¼ (3.0 � 0.2) � 1012 M�1 s�1)
was derived (see Fig. S7†). This value is consistent with static
binding between complex 9 and HSA.35

To obtain further insights into the possible site(s) in HSA to
which complex 9 is presumably binding, competition experi-
ments with site-specic inhibitors of HSA were carried out.
Here, increasing quantities of phenylbutazone (site 1 binder) or
ibuprofen (site 2 binder) were added to HSA (50 mM) solutions
containing complex 9 (2.5 mM). A signicant decrease in the
uorescence intensity was seen in the case of phenylbutazone,
but not ibuprofen (see Fig. 6C). On this basis, we infer that
complex 9 binds predominantly in site 1 of HSA.34
2.4 Enhanced aqueous solubility owing to HSA interaction

Poor aqueous solubility can oen limit the development of
otherwise promising anticancer drug candidates.36 However,
anticancer drugs clinically formulated with exogenous albumin
prior to administration are viewed as a means to circumvent
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 7 (A) HPLC chromatograms of selected Au(I) bis-NHC amide
conjugates showing differences in the retention time. (B) Cell prolif-
eration profile of amide conjugates against the A549 lung cancer cell
line. (C) Cytotoxicity values obtained from 3 day MTT assays against
A549 cells (experiments repeated in triplicate). (D) Confocal micros-
copy images obtained post-incubation with complex 9 in A549 cells.
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this roadblock.14,37 In fact, treatment of both complexes 7 and 9
with HSA was found to increase their solubility in PBS. Specif-
ically, 150 mM solutions of complexes 7 and 9 (2% DMSO in PBS
containing 600 mM HSA) remained transparent for up to 96 h
(see Fig. S8†). However, in the absence of HSA neither complex
could be fully solubilized in 2% DMSO in PBS and both were
found to precipitate out within 15 min of initial mixing. Under
analogous conditions and concentrations, complex 8 (as well as
2) was found to precipitate within 12 h of formulating with HSA
(see Fig. S8†). This contrast is noteworthy since complex 8 is no
less hydrophilic than complex 7 or 9 as inferred from HPLC
studies (Fig. 7A and C). Furthermore, complex 7 could be
formulated at an even higher concentration (300 mM) by
doubling the DMSO concentration to 4% in PBS while keeping
the HSA concentration constant at 600 mM. Unfortunately, the
solubility of complex 9 could not be increased in this way,
presumably because of its relatively more hydrophobic nature
(Fig. 6A). These solubility studies thus underscore the relative
merits of the covalent and non-covalent binding approaches to
creating Au(I) bis-NHC HSA adducts.
2.5 Cytotoxicity and cellular colocalization studies in A549
cells

The in vitro antiproliferative activity of representative amide
conjugates was evaluated by means of MTT assays carried out
using the A549 lung cancer cell line. With the exception of
complex 7, the antiproliferative response was positively
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
corelated to the complex hydrophobicity (i.e., the greater the
anticancer response, the greater the HPLC retention time)
(Fig. 7A–C).

A relatively low cytotoxic response was seen for complex 7,
which is attributed to its rapid and strong binding to the foetal
bovine serum present in the medium. Evidence for this
proposed binding came from HPLC studies wherein complex 7
was incubated with RPMI-1640 media containing 10% FBS (see
Fig. S9†). The cytotoxicity proved even lower when complex 7
was pre-incubated with HSA (higher IC50 value, Fig. 7C). Similar
reductions in cytotoxicity post-HSA incubation have previously
been reported for a few covalently HSA-bound anticancer
drugs.38,39 Further elongation of the drug incubation time (5
days) does not lead to a dramatic change in the antiproliferative
activity of complex 7 (see Fig. S10,† IC50 ¼ �2.3 mM).

To probe further the putative role of HSA in reducing the
cytotoxicity of complex 7 in vitro, an analogous pre-incubation
experiment with HSA was carried out using its congener,
complex 8. Complex 8 contains a succinimide moiety in place of
the maleimide group present in complex 7. As such, it does not
form a covalent adduct with HSA (vide supra). The correspond-
ing MTT results revealed that pre-incubation with HSA has
a minimal effect on the cytotoxicity of complex 8 (Fig. 7C and
S11†) in contrast to what is true for complex 7. We thus
conclude that covalent binding to HSA provides a means to
modulate the in vitro cytotoxicity of Au bis-NHC amide deriva-
tives. On the other hand, complex 9, which benets from a non-
covalent interaction with albumin, does not induce an appre-
ciable reduction in cytotoxicity, even aer incubation with 6
equivalents of HSA for 1.5 h (see Fig. S11†). This is also in
accord with previously reported studies in the literature.21

Complex 9 could be exploited to effect cellular tracking via
confocal microscopy. Au(I) mono-carbenes with naphthalimide
moiety have been previously reported to localize in lysosome.40

In contrast, free standing naphthalimide uorophores typically
colocalize in the nucleosome.41 Finally, Au(I) bis-NHCs act as
mitochondria-targeting chemotherapeutics.1 Therefore, the
behaviour of complex 9 was difficult to predict a priori. To gain
insight into the cellular localisation of complex 9, confocal
microscopy studies were carried out. Merged images obtained
4 h post incubation with complex 9 and Mitotracker® Red in
A549 cells lead to the conclusion that it colocalises predomi-
nantly in the mitochondria (Fig. 7D).

3. Conclusions

In conclusion, we have developed a strategy for post-synthetic
amide conjugation that relies on the use of the new Au(I) bis-
NHC complex (2) bearing a carboxylic acid functional group.
The scope of this reaction protocol was tested against aliphatic
and aromatic amines, both of which could be linked success-
fully. Covalent and non-covalent binding to albumin was then
effected using appropriately chosen amide Au(I) bis-NHCs. HSA
binding served to enhance the solubility of complexes 7 and 9 in
PBS containing HSA. This permitted much higher concentra-
tions of both complexes to be solubilized in water than could
otherwise be achieved for the control complexes 2 and 8, both of
Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 7547–7553 | 7551
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which precipitated out from solution under analogous condi-
tions notwithstanding the fact that both are characterized by
similar hydrophilic proles. In the case of complex 7, a system
designed to support covalent attachment to HSA, albumin
binding resulted in a reduction in cytotoxicity. This result is in
line with other albumin conjugates involving robust linkers.38,39

This proof-of-concept work lays the foundation for future Au(I)
bis-NHC protein conjugates involving labile linkers as a means
to increase the cytotoxicity but maintain the benecial attri-
butes of protein conjugation.

In contrast to the covalent nature of HSA binding with 7,
complex 9 was designed to support non-covalent binding to
HSA. The resulting complex retained its strong antiproliferative
activity in the presence of HSA as evidenced from in vitro
studies. This non-covalent complex, which bears a naph-
thalimide uorophore, also allowed studies of subcellular
localization to be carried out. Confocal microscopic studies
involving complex 9 revealed its predominant colocalization
inside the mitochondria of A549 cells, a nding consistent with
the prior literature. However, due to inherent limitations of the
confocal microscopy technique,42 and the environmentally-
sensitive uorescent nature of naphthalimide uo-
rophores,43,44 we believe it would prove benecial to probe
further the cellular fate of Au bis-NHC complexes using other
imaging techniques. Studies along these lines are currently
planned.

The present work details two readily workable approaches to
creating albumin adducts comprising Au(I) bis-NHCs as active
payloads. The binding modes described here do not affect the
metal centre active site, as normally occurs for auranon or
Au(I) mono-NHCs. Our studies also highlight the relative merits
of covalent and non-covalent attachment to serum proteins in
the case of Au(I) bis-NHCs. This work is thus likely to broaden
the scope of rationally designed Au(I) bis-NHCs via protein
conjugation as tumour-targeted chemotherapeutics.
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